Mazel Tov

We extend our heartfelt Mazel Tov wishes to our dear friends and supporters and their families upon their Simchat Torah.

Harav R. Moshe Roth Shli”a, loyal to Avoysineu’s cause

Harav R. Meichel Fischbein Shli”a, loyal to Avoysineu’s cause for many years

May they see much nachas from all their children

---

**Simisna, Romania**

Headed by: Harav R. **Avrohm Moshe Kraus** Shli”a, Rav of Teftsan
Grandchildren of Harav R. **Shaya Hirsch** z”l
Harav R. **Yidel Green** shli”a | through the efforts of **Elimelech Fried** shli”a

**Construction of fence surrounding the cemetery has begun**

*Our deepest appreciation to Mr. Dan Hass - President of the Zolotn Jewish Community For enabling this project*

---

**Gyont (old), Hungary**

Sponsored by:
The children of R’ Yechiel Ausch-Templer z”l, Harav R’ Simcha Ausch and his family, through the efforts of R’ Dovid Leib Ausch, with the assistance of our Harav R’ DovBeisher Weber, Chairman Zichron Avoysineu

---

**Water flow has been redirected out of the cemetery**

---

**Gyond (New), Hungary**

**Projects YEAR 2019**

---

**Upcoming Projects**

9. Sisov, Slovakia
10. Miseu de Mijloc., Romania
11. Havasmezo, Romania
12. Boskovicke, Czech
13. Frystak, Poland
14. Tekendorf, Romania
15. Ozd-Bolyok, Hungary
16. BialyKamen, Ukraine
17. Ernhalysfalva, Romania
18. Aghiresu, Romania

---

This column is dedicated in memory of the holy tzaddikim whose yahrzeit is this week and whose gravesites are being restored by Avoysineu: 29 Adar: R. Aron Wilhelm, z”l, Rav of Peszink; R. Dovid Yida Leib son of R. Shliome Zeltzer, z”l, Rav of Hummene; 2. Nissan: R. Yaakov son of R. Avrohn Schapiro (Sanz), z”l, Rav of Hummene; 3. Nissan: R. Naftuli Tizi Hersh Lipkowits, z”l, Rav of Nagyvarad; R. Yida Weiss z”l, Degan in Ungar; 4. Nissan: R. Avrohn Arye son of R. Yitzchok Segal Horowitz, z”l of Brody; R. Nachman Hakohen Rubinstein, z”l, Rav of Rachov; 5. Nissan: R. Avrohn Chaim son of R. Yitzchok (Baryhad) Mutzen, z”l, Degan in Halm; R. Yaakov Yosef son of R. Shimo Ginz, z”l, Rav of Hajduhosemery; R. Yaakov Shmuel son of R. Avrohn Shlomo Elias, z”l, Rav of Szamosvár.

---
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